TRAVEL PERMITS

1. Applications for Travel Permits must be made in the form printed on the back of these Regulations, and enclosed in a cover addressed to the Immigration Officer, at least two clear days before the Permit is required.

2. The charge for the issue of a Travel Permit is two dollars and fifty cents ($2.50) and is payable in stamps.

3. Travel Permits are granted:—

   (i) To natives of the State; or to other Commonwealth Caribbean subjects who have been domiciled in the State for a period of not less than two years.

   (ii) To the wives or widows of such persons.

   (iii) Temporary Travel Permits, that is, permits valid for a specified journey only, may be issued to Commonwealth Caribbean subjects not qualified under (i) or (ii).

4. Travel Permits are granted upon the Declaration by the applicant, in the form printed on the back of these Regulations, verified by a Declaration made by the N.C.O. of Police in charge of the Police Station for the District in which the applicant resides or, by any Magistrate, Justice of the Peace, Minister of Religion, Barrister-at-Law, Physician, Surgeon, Solicitor, or Notary Public, resident in the State and being himself British subject. Applicant serving in Her Majesty Forces may have their Declarations verified by their Commanding Officer.

5. Travel Permits are valid for travelling to the Commonwealth Caribbean countries and to Guyana only. The possession of a Travel Permit does not exempt the holder from full compliance with the immigration laws in force in any Colony.

6. Travel Permits are valid, unless otherwise stated, for two years from the date of issue, except in the case where a permit has been so used that it is no longer able to hold any further endorsement.

7. A Travel Permit may not be issued on behalf of a person already abroad; such persons should apply to the Immigration or Police authorities in the State in which they are at the time.

8. Travel Permits may not be sent out of the State by post.

9. Birth Certificate to be produce with the application form.

CAUTION

Travel Permits may only be granted to Commonwealth Caribbean subjects for the purpose of travelling to the Commonwealth Caribbean countries and Guyana. They are not therefore valid for travel elsewhere abroad.

APPLICANTS ARE WARNED that the Government of Grenada does not guarantee that a Travel Permit will necessary be accepted by the authorities at their port of destination and that if they desire fuller protection and evidence of their nationality they should apply to Government Office for a PASSPORT.